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Abstract
Offline evaluation for web search has used mostly graded judgments to evaluate the
performance of information retrieval systems. While graded judgments suffer several known
problems, preference judgments simply judge one item over another, which avoids the
problem of complex definition of relevance scores. Previous research about evaluation
measures for preference judgments focuses on translating preferences into relevance scores
applied in the traditional evaluation measures, or weighting and counting the number of
agreements between actual ranking from users’ preferences and ideal ranking generated
by systems. However, these measures lack clear theoretical foundations and their values
have no obvious interpretation. On the other hand, although preference judgments for
general web search have been studied extensively, there is limited research on investigating
preference judgments application for web image search.
This thesis addresses exactly these questions, which proposes a preference-based evalu-
ation measure to compute the maximum similarity between an actual ranking from users’
preferences and an ideal ranking generated by systems. Specifically, this measure con-
structs a directed multigraph and computes the ordering of vertices, which we call the
ideal ranking, that has maximum similarity to actual ranking calculated by the rank sim-
ilarity measure. This measure is able to take any arbitrary collection of preferences that
might include the property of conflicts, redundancies, incompleteness, and diverse type
results (documents or images). Our results show that Greedy PGC matches or exceeds the
performance of evaluation measures proposed in previous research.
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Offline evaluation for web search mainly uses graded judgments to represent the quality of
search results and evaluate the performance of information retrieval systems. Assessors are
employed to give relevance scores independently for graded judgments following a relevance
criteria. Evaluation measures for graded judgments translate these relevance scores into
the effectiveness of web search engines. However, they have several known limitations
even though graded judgments have been researched for a long history: 1) It is difficult to
define clear and consistent grades of relevance [9]. 2) Assessors have to take huge effort to
precisely decide the multi-level relevance grades. The complexity of labeling increases with
the number of grade levels and the number of other factors. 3) Existing work shows that
there is no clear relationship between relevance scores and the level of user satisfaction,
which indicates that higher relevance scores do not represent better user experience [4].
Preference judgments have been alternative to graded judgments. Instead of defining
relevance grades and assigning relevance labels to each item in the result pool, preference
judgments are that assessors examine two items, and prefer one item over another item.
Preference judgments do not need to explicitly decide the number of grades and definitions
of each grade. Carterette et al. [9] indicate that making preferences over two items is much
easier than selecting one relevance score from a pre-defined relevance scale to one item for
assessors to complete a judgment. Preference judgments are less time consuming and they
obtain better quality of judgments and agreement from the perspective of click rate and
user satisfaction.
Although there have been considerable efforts on researching preference judgments and
preference-based evaluation measures, there is no widely accepted and used evaluation
method for preference judgments. Extending Carterette’s work [9], Sakai and Zeng [40]
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define a variety of preference-based measures and explore the relationship between these
measures and users’ preferences. These measures are based on counting a weighted agree-
ment and disagreement of items in actual ranking generated by systems and a set of
preferences, and translating these preferences into relevance scores applied in the tradi-
tional evaluation measures for graded judgments. However, giving weights to the number
of agreements and translating preferences into relevance scores lack any clear theoretical
foundation. It is not clear that these weights and the relevance scores translated from pref-
erences are correlated with users’ satisfaction and preferences. Their proposed methods
cannot be proved to perform better than an average assessor.
Preference judgments take more effort than graded judgments on providing the ranking
of all items. Clarke et al. [14, 16] solve this problem by using partial preferences to
identify top-k rankings, and evaluating a system’s performance by measuring the maximum
similarity between these rankings. They run an elimination tournament to generate a
top-k actual ranking, give a detailed definition of ideal ranking, and choose Rank Biased
Overlap (RBO) as the rank similarity measure to compare rankings. However, they actually
construct a total order of rankings. To generate a top-k ranking, partial preferences discard
the rest of preferences, which might miss some important information.
While most research focuses on preference judgments and preference-based evaluation
measures for general web search, there is little work about preference judgments and
preference-based evaluation measures for web image search. Unlike general web search
that displays the result as a sequential list, web image search places the images in a grid
style. To the best of our knowledge, Xie et al. [49] is the first attempt to study image search
preference-based evaluation. They take grid-based assumptions [50] into consideration and
propose a family of preference-based evaluation methods for web image search.
In this thesis, we combine the ideas of Sakai and Zeng, of Clarke et al., and of Xie et al.
to propose a preference-based evaluation method, Greedy Preference Graph Compatibility
(Greedy PGC), that works on an arbitrary collection of preferences. This collection allows
diverse types of results (documents or images), conflicting items (conflict preferences coex-
ist), redundant items (same preferences exist multiple times), incomplete items (rankings
are mutually non-conjoint). This method takes a collection of preferences as a directed
multi-graph, where each item is a vertex and each preference between items is an edge.
It computes the ordering of vertices, which we call ideal ranking, that has maximum sim-
ilarity to actual ranking calculated by the rank similarity measure RBO. For web image
results, we incorporate grid-based assumptions with Greedy PGC to compute maximum
similarity between a set of ideal rankings and an actual ranking. We apply Greedy PGC
on datasets from Sakai and Zeng [40], from Clarke et al. [14], and from Xie et al. [49] and
our results show that Greedy PGC matching or exceeding the performance of evaluation
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measures proposed in these papers.
In the remainder of this thesis, we first introduce the offline evaluation measures for
graded judgments and preference judgments in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we present an
algorithm called Greedy PGC for system evaluation from preference judgments. It is
developed based on the algorithm called Greedy Feedback Arc Set that outputs a vertex
sequence with minimal backward arcs. In Chapter 4, we discuss the result of Greedy
PGC on the datasets from Sakai and Zeng [40] and from Clarke et al. [14], and compare
our results with their results. In Chapter 5, we introduce related work about preference
judgments for web image search, and present our algorithm Greedy PGC for images. We
also discuss the result of Greedy PGC on the image dataset from Xie et al. [49] and
compare our result with their result. In Chapter 6, we summarize the contents and results




Online evaluation and offline evaluation are two of the most common measurements of
evaluating the effectiveness of information retrieval systems. Hofmann et al. define online
evaluation as “the evaluation of a fully functioning system based on implicit measurements
of real users’ experiences of the system in a natural usage environment” [27]. The basic
core of implicit measurements is observing users’ natural or normal interaction with the
system [31]. Examples of implicit measurements are clicks, dwell times, and swipes. While
these measurements are difficult and costly to control variables and interpret data [1, 33],
offline evaluation takes less time to provide the outcome that is more easily to interpret.
Unlike online evaluation that analyzes actual user behaviours and obtains indirect feedback,
offline evaluation focuses on historical data or labeled data, and it is a direct comparison
of systems.
2.1 Graded judgments
Most offline evaluation metrics are based on relevance scores that represent the quality
of search results from relevance judgment assessors. Relevance scores can be classified
as binary relevance and multi-level relevance scales. Binary relevance evaluates whether
an item is either relevant or not relevant to a query. If an item is relevant, it will have
the same degree with other relevant items. Examples of binary relevance metrics include
precision@k, mean reciprocal rank(MRR) and mean average precision(MAP). MAP was a
primary evaluation methodology in the multiple tasks of early Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) [45].
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Graded relevance judgments with multi-level relevance scales solve the limitation of
binary relevance judgments. Existing work on graded relevance judgments uses different
relevance scales with different numbers of grades and different definitions of grades. Yang et
al. [51] use 3-point scale relevance judgments (“irrelevant”, “fair”, “relevant”) to evaluate
the quality of image results from a commercial search engine. 4-point scale relevance
judgments (“perfectly relevant”, “ highly relevant”, “relevant”, “irrelevant”) were applied
in the deep learning track of TREC 2019-2021 [18], while web track in TREC 2012-2014
defined graded relevance score on a 6-point scale (“nav”, “key”, “hrel”, “rel”, “non”,
“junk”) [17].
Google also provides search quality evaluator guidelines. The guidelines define the
rating of web results as fully meets, highly meets, moderately meets, slightly meets, fails
to meet [25], where fully meets means almost all users are fully and immediately satisfied
with the result and there is no need to view other results, highly meets means the result is
very helpful for many users and there might be need to view other results for some users,
moderately meets means the result is helpful for some users and there might be need to
view other results for many users, slightly meets means the result is weakly related to
the query and more users still want to explore more, and fails to meet means the result
completely fails to be related with the query.
A popular and standard graded relevance measure for both research and industry is
normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [28]. It is considered as a primary eval-
uation measure in the recent TREC tasks. Another graded relevance measure to solve
novelty and diversity is expected reciprocal rank (ERR) [12]. It is commonly used in the
TREC web experiments considering the novelty and diversity of documents. The method
will be explained more in the following sections.
Although graded judgments have been researched for a long time, they have several
known limitations: 1) There are no universally adopted standards of relevance grades.
As we mentioned above, different work uses different numbers of grades and different
definitions of grades. It is hard to apply relevance grades consistently [9]. 2) Unlike binary
relevance grades, assessors take more effort to precisely decide multi-level relevance grades.
When the number of grade levels and other factors increases, it is more complex to label
each item. 3) Relevance scores cannot be interpreted clearly as the level of user satisfaction.
It is not clear that higher relevance scores represent better user experience [4].
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2.2 NDCG
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is a measure to evaluate the performance
of retrieval results and judge the relevance of retrieved documents[28]. Compared to pre-
vious evaluation measures, it supports the graded relevance which gives the degree of
relevance of documents, while previous evaluation measures focus on binary relevance and
specify only whether a document is relevant or not. NDCG also uses a discounted fac-
tor over the rank to devalue retrieved documents, while previous evaluation measures use
uniform weights.[46]
NDCG is used widely as an evaluation metric on search engines. In the web search en-
gine applications, graded relevance is often used in judging the relevance of web documents.
NDCG allows graded relevance and fits this need. In addition, web search enginess care
about top ranking results, because documents ranked top usually obtain more attention
than one ranked bottom. NDCG is able to weight documents with higher ranking greater,
and consider them as more useful and relevant documents. Dacrema et al.[19] used NDCG
as a primary effectiveness measure for top-n recommendation tasks. Karmaker et al.[29]
applied NDCG into a case study with learning-to-rank methods.
NDCG comes from discounted cumulative gain (DCG). A traditional formula of DCG
at a particular rank position k is shown in equation 2.1, where reli is the graded relevance
of the result at position i. It applies a discounted factor and accumulates the relevance
score of retrieval documents in the ranked list. It is theoretically proved that DCG with
logarithmic discount has consistent distinguishability, which means that for every pair of






















Figure 2.1: Example documents with relevance scores.
IDCG is defined as equation 2.4, where RELk is the list of relevance documents, sorted
by their relevance score, up to position k. After ranking all relevant documents in the







A perfect ranking is when actual ranking is exactly the same as ideal ranking. In this
case, the value of DCG and IDCG are the same, and NDCG will be 1.0. The value of
NDCG ranges from 0.0 to 1.0.
As an illustrative example, consider the calculation of NDCG on the corpus in Figure
2.1. Suppose we have 7 documents in the corpus, and they are ordered by a ranking
7
node i reli log2(i+ 1)
reli
log2(i+1)
B 1 3 1 3
A 2 4 1.585 2.524
H 3 4 2 2
D 4 2 2.322 0.861
G 5 1 2.585 0.387
C 6 2 2.807 0.713
F 7 1 3 0.333
Table 2.1: Calculate DCG for each position i in the example.
node i reli log2(i+ 1)
reli
log2(i+1)
A 1 4 1 4
H 2 4 1.585 2.524
B 3 3 2 1.5
C 4 2 2.322 0.861
D 5 2 2.585 0.774
G 6 1 2.807 0.356
F 7 1 3 0.333
Table 2.2: Calculate IDCG for each position i in the example.
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algorithm as the upper part of Figure 2.1. Each document has a relevance score on a scale
of 0-4 with 0 meaning not relevant, 4 meaning highly relevant, and 1-3 meaning the degree
of relevance. As shown in the figure, document B has a relevance score of 3, document A
has a relevance score of 4, and etc.
DCG for each position i in order is illustrated in Table 2.1. Accumulating these values,






= 3 + 2.524 + 2 + 0.861 + 0.387 + 0.713 + 0.333 = 9.818
One of the ideal ordering is shown in the middle part of Figure 2.1. For each position






= 4 + 2.524 + 1.5 + 0.861 + 0.774 + 0.356 + 0.333 = 10.348








There are two ideal rankings in the Figure 2.1. Although the order of documents are
different, the order of relevance score remains same. NDCG is based on the relevance score
at each position, so the values of NDCG of two ideal rankings are same.
Although NDCG has been developed for years and used widely in information retrieval
applications, it still has several drawbacks. Firstly, NDCG needs careful and precise de-
termination of the relevance score for each document. The standard of NDCG such as
the level of relevance and its meanings have to be defined[9]. Human assessors also have
to follow these definitions to determine the score consistently. While NDCG is applied in
commercial contexts, human assessors have to put numerous effort into making relevance
scores for tons of documents consistently[16].
Secondly, NDCG poorly accommodates other factors besides relevance when evaluating
the ranking quality[13]. It assumes that documents with higher positions in the result list
are more relevant and useful, while the importance of documents depends on the multiple
factors in reality. For example, when the length of documents is a factor, suppose there are
two documents containing the similar information, the shorter document is more likely to
be preferred than the longer document. NDCG will not typically represent this information.
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2.3 RBO
Webber et al. [47] define an indefinite rank similarity measure as a measure with three
requirements for web search results. Firstly, this measure has to weigh differently by the
position in rank lists. The documents at the top of rank lists are more important than
those at the bottom, and these documents will obtain more attention. In this case, these
top documents should be given higher weights than bottom documents by a rank similarity
measure. Secondly, this measure should be able to handle incomplete rankings. Incomplete
rankings mean these rankings are mutually non-conjoint, which means that a document
shows up in one ranking, but not in other rankings. Thirdly, when calculating the rank
similarity, this measure should be consistent at whatever positions in the ranking lists,
instead of defining an arbitrary cutoff position.
Previous rank similarity measures fail to fulfill all of three criterias. Kendall’s τ [32]
is a widely-used rank correlation coefficient in the information retrieval domain, which
is based on the number of concordant pairs of items in two rankings. However, it does
not satisfy any one of indefinite rank similarity measure requirements[47]. Extending this
work, Yilmaz et al.[53] developed a top-weighted variant τAP based on the average precision
metric. It satisfies the requirements of top-weightedness, but not of incompleteness and
indefiniteness.
With these three qualities of top-weightedness, incompleteness and indefiniteness, Web-
ber et al. proposed rank-biased overlap (RBO) to compute indefinite rank similarity be-
tween rankings [47]. RBO is an overlap-based metric that biases the proportional overlap
at each position in rank lists.
RBO can be applied to compute the similarity between actual ranking R and ideal
ranking I. Let R1:i denote the items from rank 1 to rank i in R, and let I1:i denote the
items from rank 1 to rank i in I. The intersection between R and I from rank 1 to rank i
is:
Intersection = R1:i ∩ I1:i (2.5)
and the size of this intersection is the overlap of R and I from rank 1 to rank i:
Size = |Intersection| = |R1:i ∩ I1:i| (2.6)










Adding weight at rank i (1− p) · pi−1 into average agreement, the formula of RBO is







The value of RBO is ranged from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0 means actual ranking and ideal
ranking are disjoint, 1 means these rankings are identical. The parameter 0 < p < 1
represents users’ persistence: suppose an user always starts with the first item in rankings,
the user has probability p to continue to the next item in rankings and 1−p to stop. Larger
p value means less top-weighted, and vice versa.
Webber et al.[47] show the strong correlation between RBO and traditional effectiveness
measures. They used 10 relevant documents and 90 non-relevant documents, and randomly
swapped relevant and nonrelevant documents 25 times. Everytime they swapped, they
recorded similarity and average precision between the new ranking and ideal ranking.
They found RBO has a close correlation with average precision, especially with p = 0.98.
Clarke et al.[16] explore the strong correlations between RBO and NDCG with a nearly
linear relationship. They represent the value p of RBO and NDCG@k are closely rank
correlated. When p = 0.85, RBO can be matched NDCG@5; when p = 0.9, RBO can be
matched NDCG@10; and when p = 0.95, RBO can be matched NDCG@20.
As an illustrative example, consider the calculation of RBO on the rankings in Figure
2.1. Suppose we have 7 documents in the corpus, they are ordered by ranking algorithm
as upper part of Figure 2.1 and they have two ideal rankings as middle and lower part of
Figure 2.1. For this example, we will use p = 0.95, DEPTH = 7.
In order to calculate RBO for actual ranking and ideal ranking 1, we need to calculate
the agreement at each depth i, shown in Table 2.3. Then we can get RBO:






= (1− 0.95) · 4.18175
= 0.209
The agreement at each depth i between actual ranking and ideal ranking 2 in the figure
2.1 is shown in the table 2.4. RBO between actual ranking and ideal ranking 2 can be
calculated as following:
RBO(R, I2) = (1− 0.95) · 2.287
= 0.457
11
i Ri Ii R1:i ∩ I1:i |R1:i∩I1:i|i p
i−1
1 B A 0 0 1
2 A H 1 0.5 0.95
3 H B 3 1 0.903
4 D C 3 0.75 0.857
5 G D 4 0.8 0.815
6 C G 6 1 0.774
7 F F 7 1 0.735
Table 2.3: Calculate agreement at each depth i between actual ranking and ideal ranking
1 in the example.
i Ri Ii R1:i ∩ I1:i |R1:i∩I1:i|i p
i−1
1 B H 0 0 1
2 A A 1 0.5 0.95
3 H B 3 1 0.903
4 D C 3 0.75 0.857
5 G D 4 0.8 0.815
6 C F 5 0.833 0.774
7 F G 7 1 0.735
Table 2.4: Calculate agreement at each depth i between actual ranking and ideal ranking
2 in the example.
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Unlike NDCG, RBO does not require relevance scores, and the position of each item
in the ranking affects the value of RBO. From the above example, we can see that when
calculating the rank similarity between different ideal rankings and actual ranking, RBO
scores are different.
2.4 Preference Judgments
Unlike graded judgments that defines relevance grades and assigns relevance labels to each
item in the result, preference judgments is that assessors look at two items A and B, and
prefer item A over another item B, which can be expressed as pair (A,B). While there
are other ways of deciding the preferences, such as relevance scores, clicks and signals,
these are beyond the scope of present study. Preference judgments are also considered as a
binary decision in this paper, while some studies focus on capturing various other factors
and doing more complex preference judgments such as [11, 10]. Preference judgments are
context-free in this paper, which means that there are no restrictions on redundancies and
conflicts, where redundancies represent that pair (A.B) exists multiple times and conflicts
represent that pair (A,B) and pair (B,A) coexist in a data collection.
Preference judgments have been a good alternative to graded judgments for a long
history. As far as 1990, Rorvig [37] shows that preference can be a substitute for purely
relevance scores when evaluating a sensitive retrieval system. Preference can identify the
difference between equally relevant documents and provide better reflections on finding
highly-relevant documents. Rovig also points out that it is costly to use preference judg-
ments to judge fully a list of items, which requires heavier effort than using graded judg-
ments. Frei and Schauble [24] propose a new effectiveness measure for relative judgments
and suggest that it is easier and more consistent for human assessors to give relative judg-
ments than graded judgments. Yao [52] studies the user preference on documents and
retrieval results and proposes a new evaluation measure based on the distance between
actual ranking from user preference judgments and ideal ranking from systems.
Later work on preference judgments, Carterette et al. [8, 9, 7] make great progress
on applying preference judgments practically to evaluate search engines. Carterette et
al. [8] construct one of earliest test collections of preference judgments and prove that
preferences perform better than binary labels for some evaluation measures, although the
difference is small. Carterette et al. [9] give the definition of transitivity of preference
judgments: if documents i is preferred to document j and document j is preferred to
document k, the assessor also prefers document i to document k. They also show that there
is no need to compare all pairs of documents, and assessors spend less time and obtain
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better agreement per preference judgment than graded judgment. More importantly, they
introduce some preference evaluation measures: ppref (precision of preferences), wpref
(weighted precision of preferences), rpref (recall of preferences) and average precision of
preferences [7, 9].
Based on Carterette’s work, Clarke et al. [16, 13, 14] focus on judging partial preferences
and identifying top-k items, instead of comparing all pairs of items and giving a full rank
list. Extending Carterette’s work on preference measures ppref and wpref , Sakai and
Zeng [40] define a variety of preference-based measures and investigate the relationship
between these measures and users’ search engine result pages (SERP) preferences.
More recently, preference judgments are not restricted to only documents in web search.
Xie et al. [49] are the first one to apply preference judgment on web image search. Unlike
web pages that display in a sequential list, web images are placed in a grid-based style. They
combine grid-based assumptions and previous preference measures defined by Carterette
et al. [9], and propose a preference-based evaluation metric on web image search.
Compared to graded judgments, preference judgments have several advantages: 1)
There is no need to determine the number of grades and definition of each grade like
graded judgments. Preference judgments only ask assessors for preferences over two items.
2) It is easier and less time consuming for assessors to decide the preference over two items
than assigning relevance score to an item in the search result pool [9].
2.5 Clarke et al. Work
Using preference judgments brings two problems: 1) Under the assumption of transitivity
of preference judgments (if documents i is preferred to document j and document j is
preferred to document k, the assessor also prefers document i to document k), suppose
we have a pool with n number of documents, assessors need to judge O(nlogn) pairs of
documents to give a full rank of documents. If transitivity is not assumed, then assessors
take O(n2) preference judgments to rank all documents. Compared to graded judgments
that only take n time to assign all relevance grades, preference judgments take more effort
providing a rank of all documents. 2) Graded judgments have multiple evaluation measures
such as NDCG, ERR and RBP, while there haven’t been an evaluation metric commonly
used in preference judgments.
Clarke et al. [14] addresses these two problems by using partial preferences and propos-
ing an evaluation measure, called compatibility, to evaluate a system’s performance by
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measuring maximum similarity between an actual ranking generated by the system and an
ideal ranking.
Based on the previous work of Clarke and his colleagues [16], partial preferences are
defined as any weak ordering of items from data collection that is able to create a preferred
ranking for a query, where ties between items are allowed. This weak ordering can be
derived from relevance grades, pairwise comparisons or both. In order to minimize the
effort, Clarke et al. used partial preferences to find top-k items for a query, where k is less
than or equal 5. Their approach is divided into several steps:
• They initially assess the graded relevance of all items in the pool, which filters low
quality items or non-relevant items and decreases the preference judgments between
these items. This step results in a reduced and high quality candidate pool C, where
|C| ≤ k.
• To reduce the size of the candidate pool, they put candidates into a elimination
tournament judged by crowdsourced workers: if the size of candidate pool is greater
than threshold F , where |C| > F > k, each candidate will be randomly paired with
P or P + 1 other candidates, where F > P > k. When a candidate is losing in a
majority of pairings, this candidate is eliminated. This elimination is repeated until
the size of the candidate pool is less than or equal to F .
• To determine the final order, all remaining candidates are paired with all other re-
maining candidates. These pairings are judged by crowdsourced workers. Based on
the number of pairs the candidates win, all remaining candidates are ranked and cut
to the top-k. If ties exist at rank k, the candidates with tied scores will be kept in
the ranking.
Evaluating a system’s performance is to compute the maximum similarity between an
actual ranking generated by a ranker for a query and a set of ideal rankings, which they
call this as the compatibility of the actual ranking and a set of ideal rankings. There are
three steps to compute the compatibility:
• Finding an actual ranking generated by a search engine.
• Defining a set of ideal rankings for a query.
• Choosing the rank similarity measure to compare rankings.
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In the work of Clarke et al. [14], actual ranking is generated from the tournament and
they give the definitions of ideal rankings. Ideal rankings for a query are defined as a set
of equivalence classes, or “effectiveness levels”. Ideal rankings for a query are defined as
a set of equivalence classes, or “effectiveness levels”. Effectiveness levels are defined as a
set of L1, L2, ..., LT , where L1 < L2 < ... < LT and LT are the top level. An extra level L0
includes the items that are not in any of the other effectiveness levels. Each effectiveness
level contains one or more items in the pool, and the number of effectiveness levels can be
varied from query to query. For graded relevance, effectiveness levels are exactly matched to
graded relevance score, where L0 represents non-relevance. For an ideal ranking containing
top-k items, effectiveness levels correspond to this ideal ranking, where the top item is in
Lk, the second item is in Lk−1, and so on.
Once ideal rankings and actual ranking are defined, they calculate the compatibility by
using RBO to compute the maximum similarity between ideal ranking and actual ranking.
We will extend the work of Clarke and his colleagues, adapt compatibility into prefer-




3.1 Define Ideal Ranking
Based on the work of Clarke et al. [14], we follow the definition of compatibility (the
maximum similarity between an actual ranking generated by a ranker for a query and a
set of ideal rankings) and how they compute the compatibility of the actual ranking and a
set of ideal rankings. There are three requirements to compute compatibility: 1) define a
set of ideal rankings for a query that are returned by a system as a perfect result; 2) define
an actual ranking generated by a system that is used to compare with ideal rankings; 3)
choose a suitable rank similarity measure to compare the rankings between actual ranking
and ideal rankings. We apply these definitions to preference graph applications.
We firstly introduce some notations of a preference graph. We consider preferences
between items as a directed graph G = (V,E), where a vertice represents an item in the
search result and an edge (u, v) represents item u is more preferred than item v. Graph
G can be cyclic, for example, the edge (u, v) and (v, u) can coexist, which means that the
preferences between item u and item v are contradicted. The edges in graph G can be
repeated, for example, multiple edges in E pointing from u to v can coexist, which means
that the preferences between item u and item v are judged independently multiple times.
Given a preference graph G with n vertices and m edges, we define a set of ideal rankings
as following:
• Any directed acyclic graph(DAG) that is resulting from removing minimal feedback
arc sets of the preference graph G;
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• Any sequence of the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn that is consistent with this DAG, where
the order of elements in this sequence does not contradict with this DAG;
• The ideal ranking is the sequence that is closest to the actual ranking.
In the ideal situation, in order to find the ideal rankings, firstly we have to build a set of
DAGs by removing the minimal number of backward edges from preference graph G. Then
we have to build a set of chains that are aligned with each DAG. Finally we need to decide
an ideal ranking by finding the chains that are closest to the preference graph G, where an
ideal ranking contradicts the smallest number of preferences.
However, this ideal and theoretical solution is not plausible (being NP-Complete). Each
step requires large computations. We will talk about each step in detail.
3.2 Minimal FAS Problem
Computing a feedback arc set(FAS) is an advantageous way to generate a DAG that closely
represents a large and complex network with minimal destruction of the original structure
of this directed graph. A feedback arc set or feedback edge set of a directed graph G is
a subset of arcs or edges F of G such that removing F from G leaves an acyclic graph.
In other words, it is also a set that contains at least one edge of every cycle in G. A
minimal feedback arc set of G is a subset of arcs F with minimal cardinality. In other
words, removing as few feedback edges as possible from G to generate a DAG, these edges
are called a minimal feedback arc set.
The computation of a minimal feedback arc set is called a minimal feedback arc set
problem, which is known as a hard computational problem. The decision version of this
problem is, given a directed graph G, can all cycles in G be broken by removing at most
k edges? This is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [30], whose NP-hardness follows
the reduction from vertex cover problem.
3.2.1 Approximate FAS Alogorithms
An approximate algorithm is widely used in combinatorial optimization problems that
are seeking to find the best solution from all feasible solutions, or find an nearly optimal
solution quickly instead of finding an exactly optimal solution. For such problems, approx-
imation algorithms find an approximate solution that is proved to be closely optimal with
a guaranteed factor α.
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Vazirani defines approximation algorithms in his book [44]: an algorithm A is said to be
a factor α approximation algorithm for an optimization problem P iff on every instance I
of the problem P , A produces a feasible solution s for I such that fP (I, s) ≤ α(|I|)ȮPT (I)
or fP (I, s) ≥ α(|I|)ȮPT (I), where OPT (I) denotes the objective function value of an
optimal solution to instance I. It means that this algorithm finds a solution s within a
factor α of the optimal solution for every instance I of the problem P . If the problem
is a minimization problem, then α > 1 and it implies that the value of the approximate
solution is at most α times the optimal solution. If the problem is a maximization problem,
then α < 1 and it implies that the value of the approximate solution is at least α times
the optimal solution.
Approximation algorithms are useful and efficient for NP-hard problems that do not ex-
ist polynomial time solutions unless P = NP . The runtime of an approximation algorithm
is bounded polynomially by the instance I, denoted as poly(I). Approximate algorithms
are applied to solve lots of NP-hard problems, such as set cover problem, traveling salesman
problem, multiway cut problem, feedback arc set problem and etc.
FAS problem has been studied for decades in mathematical programming[26, 36] and
approximation algorithms [3, 5, 6, 21, 22, 34, 35]. The first approximation algorithm for
FAS problem was given by Leighton and Rao [35]. Their approximation factor is O(log2 n)
in the unweighted case, where n is the number of vertices of the input graph. They
use an O(log n) approximation algorithm for balanced cuts that separates the graph into
two parts with approximately equal size, which they call “quotient cuts”. They prove
this solution is a polylog-times optimal approximation algorithm. Later, Klein et al. [34]
improve this algorithm to an O(m2 logm) expected-time randomized algorithm. Even et al.
[22] provide an approximation algorithm solution with an O(log n log log n) approximation
factor and O(n2M(n) log2 n)runtime, where M(n) represents the complexity of matrix
multiplication. This solution is currently the best known approximation algorithm due to
the best approximation ratio for the FAS problem.
There are some works focusing on various heuristics for computing an approximate
minimum feedback arc set. Eades et al. [21] provides a greedy algorithm to generate
a vertex sequence with approximately minimal feedback edge in O(m) runtime, where
m represents the number of edges of the input graph. Berger and Shor [5] develop a
2-approximation algorithm with O(m + n) runtime for the maximum acyclic subgraph
problem. This algorithm returns the maximum acyclic subgraph G’ of the input graph G
so that the arcs in G but not in G’ are exactly the same as the minimal FAS of G. Ailon
et al.[3] present a 3-approximation algorithm based on classical sorting algorithms for the
FAS tournament problem, and later Brandenburg and Hanauer [6] extend it to heuristics
for the FAS problem, with the runtime complexity of O(n log n).
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Algorithm 1 Greedy FAS
1: Input
2: Directed graph G = (V,E)
3: Output
4: Linear arrangement A
5: s1 ← ∅, s2 ← ∅
6: while G 6= ∅ do
7: while G contains a sink do
8: choose an arbitrary sink u
9: s2 ← us2
10: G← G \u
11: while G contains a source do
12: choose an arbitrary source u
13: s1 ← s1u
14: G← G \u
15: choose an arbitrary vertex u for which δ(u) is a maximum
16: s1 ← s1u
17: G← G \u
18: return A = s1 + s2
Figure 3.1: Greedy FAS algorithm.
Among multiple approximate algorithms of minimal FAS problem, greedy FAS algo-
rithm [21] has an excellent performance overall. Simpson et al. [42] analyze the perfor-
mance and efficiency of a wide range of algorithms, and find that greedy FAS algorithm
provides better balance between scalability and quality, which always produce the smallest
or the second smallest FAS size while only requiring a linear time. In addition, the output
of greedy algorithm is a sequence of vertices with approximately minimal backward arcs,
which satisfies our requirements of ideal rankings. Therefore, greedy algorithm of minimal
FAS problem is chosen in this paper to generate ideal rankings.
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3.2.2 Greedy FAS
Greedy algorithm for minimal FAS problem (Greedy FAS) was developed by Eade et al.
[21] as a fast and effective approximation algorithm. Instead of computing minimal FAS
directly, Greedy FAS outputs a vertex sequence with minimal backward arcs. Suppose the
vertices of G are ordered on a horizontal line and labelled v1, v2, . . . , vn, such arrangement
is called a vertex sequence and denoted as s = v1v2 . . . vn. Each vertex sequence is a
FAS with all the leftward arcs vivj, such that j > i. In the inverse situation, each FAS
might imply some vertex sequences. Therefore, Greedy FAS converts FAS problem into
the problem of determining a vertex sequence s’ such that the FAS of s’ is equivalent to
the minimal FAS of G.
For each vertex u ∈ V , let d+(u) denote the out-degree of u, d−(u) denote the in-degree
of u. At each iteration of Greedy FAS, the algorithm removes sinks and sources from input
graph G, and then removes a single vertex u for which δ(u) = d+(u) − d−(u) is currently
a maximum. If a vertex u removed from G is a sink, it will be prepended to a vertex
sequence s2; otherwise, it will be appended to a vertex sequence s1. When all the vertices
are removed from G and G becomes an empty graph, the output vertex sequence s is
computed by the combination of s1 and s2, which is a linear arrangement of vertex whose
backward arcs are equivalent to the minimal FAS of G. The pseudocode for Greedy FAS
is presented in Algorithm 1.
Greedy FAS greedily removes sinks, sources, or a vertex with maximum δ to generate
a final vertex sequence. In other words, this algorithm greedily moves all the sinks to the
left side of final vertex sequence, moves all the sources to the right side of final vertex
sequence, and moves one maximum δ vertex to the right side of final vertex sequence. It
minimizes the number of backward edges (pointing from right to left) in the final vertex
sequence.
As an illustrative example, consider the implementation of Greedy FAS on the graph in
Figure 3.2. There are 7 vertices, A,B,C,D,F,G,H, and 7 edges in this directed cyclic graph
G. Greedy FAS executes on this graph as following steps:
1. Initially, there are 3 sinks in this graph, vertex D, vertex F, and vertex G. We choose
an arbitrary vertex from these three sinks, remove this vertex and its arcs from graph
G and prepend to s2. We repeat this process until vertex D, vertex F and vertex G
are all removed from graph G. Suppose the order we remove vertices is D, F, G, then
current s2 = [G, F, D].
2. Next, we process the sources in this graph, which are vertex A and vertex H. We
choose an arbitrary vertex from these two sources, remove this source and its arcs
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Figure 3.2: An example of cyclic directed graph.
from graph G and append to s1. This process is repeated until both vertices A and H
are removed from this graph G. Suppose we remove vertex A firstly and then vertex
H, then current s1 = [A, H].
3. After that, we remove the vertex u with maximum δ(u), Current graph G only has
2 vertices, B and C, and 2 cyclic edges between them. δ(B) = 1 − 1 = 0, δ(C) =
1 − 1 = 0. Since vertex B and C have the same and maximum δ value, we choose
an arbitrary vertex. Suppose we choose vertex B, vertex B and its arcs are removed
from graph G, and appended to s1, then current s1 = [A, H, B].
4. After removing vertex B, a single vertex C without any edge is left. As such, vertex
C is removed from graph G and prepended to s2, so s2 = [C, G, F, D].
5. Graph G becomes an empty graph, the iteration stops, and the final vertex sequence
s = s1 + s2 = [A, H, B, C, G, F, D]. In our final vertex sequence, there is only one
backward arc from vertex C to vertex B, which represents the solution of this FAS
problem is the single arc from vertex C to vertex B.
An interesting property of Greedy FAS is arbitrariness. When there are multiple vertices
satisfying requirements at each step, this algorithm always makes an arbitrary decision. If
the order of adding vertices to sub-sequences is different, then the sub-sequences will be
different and the linear arrangement output of this algorithm will have multiple possible
solutions.
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The example mentioned above illustrates only one possible output of Greedy FAS,
while there are several possible formations of sequences at each step. There are 6 possible
arrangements for s2 at step 1: any combinations of vertex D, F, G. At step 2, s1 has 2
possibilities: any combinations of vertex A and H. If vertex C is chosen at step 3, then
vertex C will be appended to s1, and vertex B will be prepended to s2 at step 4. In this
case, there are still two possible sequences for s1 and 6 possible sequences for s2. With all
combinations of s1 and s2, there are 12 different possible linear arrangements as the output
of Greedy FAS algorithm, although they all refer to one solution of this FAS problem, the
arc from vertex B to vertex C. Similarly, if vertex B is chosen at step 3, then there are 2
possible sequences for s1, 6 possible sequences for s2, and 12 different possible outputs of
Greedy FAS, while there is only single solution of this FAS problem, the arc from vertex
C to vertex B. Therefore, with arbitrary decisions in Greedy FAS, there are 24 possible
vertex sequences in total for this FAS problem.
3.3 DAG Alignment Problem
Finding an aligned chain with a DAG is an NP-complete problem. Falconer et al. [23]
prove that the weighted alignment between two DAGs is an NP-complete problem. The
decision version of this problem is NP-complete, shown by reducing from the 3SAT problem.
Although they do not explicitly show the alignment between a sequence and a DAG is
NP-complete, they do define a chain Cn as a DAG with n vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn and
directed edges (v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vn−1, vn), which implicitly means that DAG and chain
alignment is also NP-complete. They also represent that a solution of DAG alignment
problem is polynomial time complexity.
Finding just one alignment between an actual ranking and a DAG requires polynomial
time with the number of items in the search list, while finding all alignments between
actual ranking and a set of DAGs is much more difficult and time consuming.
3.4 NP-Completeness of Ideal Solution
Producing one DAG by dropping a minimal feedback arc set from preference graph G is
NP-complete, while we have to find all the DAGs that satisfy this requirement, which
requires more effort computing. Generating one sequence that is consistent with a DAG
is also NP-complete, while finding all the sequences that are consistent with each DAG




2: Directed graph G = (V,E), actual ranking R
3: Output
4: Preference Graph Compatibility
5: s1 ← ∅, s2 ← ∅
6: while G 6= ∅ do
7: while G contains a sink do
8: u← RankSink(∀ sinks ∈ G,R)
9: s2 ← us2
10: G← G \u
11: while G contains a source do
12: u← RankSource(∀ sources ∈ G,R)
13: s1 ← s1u
14: G← G \u
15: u← RankSource(∀ v ∈ V with maximum δ(v), R)
16: s1 ← s1u
17: G← G \u
18: I ← s1 + s2
19: return RBO(I, R)
Figure 3.3: Greedy PGC algorithm.
sequences will be a large set. From this large set of sequences, we still have to choose the
best alignment that is closest to the preference graph G. It is not a simple task and hard
to precisely find the closest chains from a huge set of alignments.
Therefore, we decide to choose a faster method, an approximation algorithm, for com-





2: Node list N , actual ranking R
3: Output
4: Node n with the lowest actual ranking
5: p← ∅
6: for all node ni ∈ N do
7: if ni exists in R then
8: rank ← rank of ni in R
9: else
10: rank ←∞
11: p← p+ (ni, rank)
12: return n with max(rank) in p
Algorithm 4 RankSource
1: Input
2: Node list N , actual ranking R
3: Output
4: Node n with the highest actual ranking
5: p← ∅
6: for all node ni ∈ N do
7: if ni exists in R then
8: rank ← rank of ni in R
9: else
10: rank ←∞
11: p← p+ (ni, rank)
12: return n with min(rank) in p
Figure 3.4: Functions RankSink and RankSource in Greedy PGC algorithm.
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3.5 Greedy Preference Graph Compatibility
Following the definitions of compatibility from Clarke et al. [14], in order to compute
compatibility, we need to obtain the actual ranking, find the ideal ranking that is closest
to the actual ranking, and use a suitable ranking similarity measure to compare these two
rankings.
Given the actual ranking, the ideal ranking should have the least number of discordant
pairs with the actual ranking. Discordant pairs mean the conflict of relationship between
items in the different ranking, for example, if we have item A ranked higher than item B in
the actual ranking, denoted as pair(A,B) in the actual ranking, but item A ranked lower
than item B in the ideal ranking, denoted as pair(B,A) in the ideal ranking, then these two
pairs are discordant. Greedy FAS algorithm generates one possible vertex sequence with
minimal number of backward arcs to a preference graph, which satisfies the requirement
of minimal discordant pairs to a preference graph. To fully satisfy the requirement of
minimizing the number of discordant pairs between ideal ranking and actual ranking, we
modify Greedy FAS algorithm to suit our needs.
Greedy Preference Graph Compatibility (Greedy PGC) is based on Greedy FAS to
evaluate the performance of a system, which computes preference graph compatibility. It
takes a preference graph G and an actual ranking R as input, finds the ideal ranking I
closest to the input actual ranking R, and outputs the compatibility as the maximum
similarity between an actual ranking and an ideal ranking. The pseudocode for Greedy
PGC is presented in Algorithm 2.
Instead of making an arbitrary decision when choosing the next vertex u in Greedy
FAS, Greedy PGC calls functions, RankSink and RankSource, to determine the next
vertex u based on the actual ranking R.
Function RankSink takes all sinks in the current graph G, denoted as ∀ sinks ∈ G.
If there are any sinks that do not exist in the actual ranking R, return an arbitrary one n;
if all the sinks are in the actual ranking R, return the sink with lowest actual ranking R.
The nodes that are not in the actual ranking R have a higher priority than other nodes.
The pseudocode for RankSink is presented in Algorithm 3.
Function RankSource takes all sources, denoted as ∀ sources ∈ G, or the vertices
with maximum value of δ, denoted as ∀ v ∈ V with maximum δ(v). It chooses the vertex
ranked highest in the actual ranking R or an arbitrary vertex that is not in the actual
ranking R. The nodes existing in the actual ranking R have a higher priority to be chosen
than other nodes. The pseudocode for RankSource is presented in Algorithm 4.
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Figure 3.5: Example input and output of Greedy PGC.
Besides adding above functions, we also change the output of algorithm. Greedy FAS
generates a vertex sequence, while Greedy PGC has one more step: using RBO to calculate
the similarity between actual ranking R and ideal ranking I, denoted as RBO(I, R).
As an illustrative example, consider the implementation of Greedy PGC on the prefer-
ence graph in Figure 3.2 and the actual ranking in Figure 3.5. Suppose we have 7 items
in the preference graph, and their actual rankings are ranked as the upper part of Figure
3.5. Greedy PGC execute on this graph and actual ranking as following steps:
1. Initially, there are 3 sinks in this graph, vertex D, vertex F, and vertex G. In the first
inner loop of the algorithm, the order of prepending to s2 is vertex F, vertex G and
then vertex D, because vertex F is not in the actual ranking and vertex G is ranked
lower than vertex D. Current s2 = [D, G, F].
2. There are 2 sources in the current graph, and vertex A appears in the actual ranking
while vertex H does not. In the second inner loop of the algorithm, the order of
appending to s1 is vertex A, and then vertex H. Current s1 = [A,H].
3. Vertex B and C are left in the current graph and vertex with maximum δ value should
be removed. δ(B) = 1 − 1 = 0, δ(C) = 1 − 1 = 0. Since vertex B and C have the
same and maximum δ value, we call the function RankSource and choose vertex
B to append to s1 because vertex B exists in the actual ranking while vertex C does
not. Current s1 = [A, H, B].
4. After removing vertex B, a single vertex C without any edge is left. As such, in the
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second iteration of the outer loop, vertex C is removed from graph G and prepended
to s2. Current s2 = [C, D, G, F].
5. Graph G becomes empty, and the iteration stops. Ideal ranking is the concentration
of s1 and s2: I = s1 + s2 = [A, H, B, C, D, G, F]. It is shown as the lower part of
Figure 3.5.
6. RBO between ideal ranking I and actual ranking R is calculated as following, where
p = 0.95, DEPTH = 7:
RBO(I, R) = (1− 0.95) · 2.929
= 0.146




In the following chapters we experimentally compare PGC to recent efforts to make prefer-
ences and preference judgments usable in practice. We base our comparison on three factors
used in the original papers, where these factors are discussed in detail [13, 14, 16, 39, 40].
1. The agreement of measures with SERP preferences, where pairs of SERPs are com-
pared side-by-side by searchers or assessors. Agreement is expressed as a count of
pairs where an evaluation measure agrees or disagrees with SERP preferences.
2. The sensitivity of measures in identifying significant difference between rankers. We
determine sensitivity over a collection of rankers producing actual rankings for a set
of queries by computing pairwise significance tests between them over the query set.
Sensitivity is the proportion of pairs that show pairwise significant differences. For
the pairwise test, we use a paired t-test with p < 0.05.
3. The consistency of measures as indicated by Kendall’s τ correlation coefficient and
illustrated by scatter plots. If we are proposing to replace one measure by another
they should behave in similar ways, unless we can justify the differences.
4.1 Sakai and Zeng
SERP preferences provides a clear and natural basis for validating offline evaluation mea-
sures. For this reason, Sakai and Zeng [39, 40] employ agreement with SERP preferences
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plots comparing measures from Sakai and Zeng [39, 40] with PGC.
Each point is an experimental run submitted to the NTCIR-9 INTENT task. Measures
are averaged over 43 queries. For PGC, p = 0.95.
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Measure Judgments Agree Disagree Sensitivity
nDCG Graded 2020 809 85 58.1%
nDCG Graded 2019 809 85 48.6%
PGC Derived 2020 802 92 64.8%
PGC Derived 2019 801 93 55.2%
wpref6 Derived 2019 793 101 57.1%
PGC Combined 790 104 50.4%
wpref5 Real 785 109 56.2%
PGC Real 778 116 59.0%
ERR Graded 2020 718 176 61.9%
ERR Graded 2019 718 176 42.9%
Table 4.1: Agreement with SERP preferences and sensitivity for selected measures from
Sakai and Zeng [40], along with PGC values (bolded).
as a key tool in their work. Since offline evaluation measures typically combine individual
judgments into a summary score, SERP preferences can provide a direct indication of the
success of these summaries.
Sakai and Zeng [40] review and extend past efforts to base evaluation measures purely
on preference judgments. They define two large families of measures, which they called the
“pref measures” and the “∆-measures”. Like PGC, the pref measures assume a preference
multigraph, although Sakai and Zeng do not explicitly view preferences as a graph, instead
referring to a “bag” of preferences. These pref measures are based on ideas originally
proposed by Carterette et al. [7, 9]. Given a bag of preferences, the pref measures reflect the
degree to which an actual ranking contradicts these preferences. Sakai and Zeng [40] define
a family of pref measures (27 in total) that explore a variety of methods for computing
these contradictions and weighting them according to their position in the actual ranking.
The ∆-measures are based on the ∆ value defined in [2], which is a difference between
the in-degree and out-degree of a vertex in the directed multigraph defined by a collection
of preferences. This value is essentially the negative of the δ(v) function from Algorithm 2.
Sakai and Zeng[40] map this ∆ value into an nDCG-like gain value for use in traditional
offline evaluation measures. They define a family of ∆-measures (eight in total) that replace
the gain values in traditional measures, including nDCG and ERR, giving measures like
∆-nDCG, ∆-ERR, etc.
Sakai and Zeng [39, 40] base their work on a test collection developed as part of the
INTENT task of the NTCIR-9 evaluation effort [38]. Like most academic test collections,
this test collection consists of a corpus, queries, and judgments. The corpus comprises
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Japanese-language documents taken from the ClueWeb09 Web crawl, which has been used
extensively for academic research over the past decade1. For the NTCIR-9 INTENT task,
the organizers created 100 queries over this corpus. Task participants submitted 15 ex-
perimental runs to the task. These runs were pooled and judged according to diversity
criteria defined as part of the task. To explore evaluation measures for ad hoc search, as
well as diversity, Sakai and Zeng [39] later converted these judgments to relevance grades
on a three-point scale.
To study agreement of evaluation measures with SERP preferences, Sakai and Zeng
[39] hired 15 assessors to judge SERP-SERP pairs, directly comparing the ranked top-10
documents from one run to those of another on a particular query. This effort produced
1,127 query-SERP-SERP triples. Of these triples, they selected 894 triples as a “high
agreement” subset, which included only 43 of the original queries. Sakai and Zeng [40]
employ these 43 queries and 894 query-SERP-SERP triples to study their family of 27 pref
measures and 8 ∆-measures. The agreement of evaluation measures with these 894 triples
is a key factor in their experimental study.
For the 43 queries they collected 119,646 triples (query-document-document) each of
which indicates that an assessor preferred one document over the other for that query.
These query-document-document triples contain redundancies and duplicates, forming a
preference multigraph under our definition. In the remainder of this section, we extend the
work of Sakai and Zeng [40] to our PGC measure.
Since we wish to explore a variety of preference graphs, as well as PGC. We employ
four different preference graphs based on Sakai and Zeng [40], as defined below, including
some not explored in that paper:
• Real — Preference graphs from the 119,646 query-document-document triples col-
lected from assessors making side-by-side preference judgments. Sakai and Zeng [40]
call these PREFreal. On average they contain 2,782 edges per query.
• Derived 2019 — Preference graphs derived from graded judgments used in Sakai
and Zeng [39]. On average they contain 1,808 edges per query.
• Derived 2020 — Preference graphs deprived from graded judgments used in Sakai
and Zeng [40], who filtered the 2019 graded judgments to keep only those appearing
in the 894 query-SERP-SERP triples. Sakai and Zeng [40] call these PREFderived. On
average they contain 402 edges per query.
1http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09
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• Combined — The union of Real and Derived 2019, i.e, all preferences available. We
do not include Derived 2020 in Combined since it’s already a subset of Derived 2019.
On average these preference graphs contain 4,590 edges per query.
We call the set of graded judgments used in Sakai and Zeng [39] “Graded 2019”
and the set of graded judgments used in Sakai and Zeng [40] “Graded 2020”. Filtering
these judgments might have minimal impact on a measure like nDCG, basically changing
the DCG score of the ideal ranking for normalization. This filtering may have a more
interesting impact on PGC, since it can substantially change the ideal rankings against
which actual rankings are compared. For our experiments, we use public data linked from
Sakai et al. [39, 40] or available through NTCIR2.
Table 4.1 shows agreement with SERP preferences and sensitivity for selected measures
from Sakai and Zeng [40]. Of the 35 measures they define and explore, the wpref6 measure
provides the best and most agreement on the Derived 2019 preferences, while the wpref5
measure provides the best agreement on the Real preferences. PGC outperforms wpref6
on the Derived 2019 judgments, and would be tied for fifth (along with wpref2) on the
Real judgments. nDCG outperforms all other measures on agreement, even ERR, which
has outperformed nDCG on click metrics [12], but does poorly on this experiment, placing
well below most preference metrics.
Sensitivity reflects the degree to which an evaluation measure can recognize significant
differences between systems. The sensitivity values in Table 4.1 suggest the sensitivity
may depend more on the judgment set than on the measure, where measures based on the
filtered 2020 judgments are noticeably more sensitive than those based on the unfiltered
2019 judgments. PGC appears more generally sensitive than other measures, although the
Combined preferences show that this again depends on the judgments. Nonetheless, from
Table 4.1 we conclude that PGC appears to be an adequate substitute for both traditional
and preference evaluation measures on both graded and explicit preference judgments, and
even on combinations of judgments.
Figure 4.1 illustrates consistency for selected measures from Table 4.1. The graph in
the upper left plots PGC based on real preferences (Real) with PGC based on preferences
derived from graded judgments (Derived 2019). With Kendall’s τ = 0.7524, the correlation
is weaker than that between nDCG and PGC based on preferences derived from Derived
2019 (τ = 0.9619) and weaker than that between wpref5 and PGC based on Real prefer-
ences (τ = 0.8476). The graph in the lower right plots nDCG vs. wpref5, completing the









Table 4.2: Sensitivity for PGC over the various judgment sets from Clarke et al. [14] along
with nDCG@3 and compatibility measures from that paper.
Figure 4.2: Scatter plots comparing measures from Clarke et al. [14] with PGC. Each point
is an experimental run submitted to the TREC 2019 CAst Track. Measures are averaged
over 173 questions. For PGC and compatibility, p = 0.80.
The stronger correlations in the lower left and upper right, suggest again that the order
of rankers under these measures may depend more on properties of the judgments than on
properties of the measures. PGC and nDCG are based on entirely different approaches to
evaluation yet we see a strong correlation between them (τ = 0.9619). In particular, PGC
does not require us to interpret relevance grades as gain values. This strong correlation
echoes the results of Clarke et al. [16] who also report a strong correlation between nDCG
and the compatibility measure discussed in the next section. Although this measure re-
quires a total order, and PGC works with any preference graphs, if a total order is treated
as a preference graph, the measures are the same.
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4.2 Clarke et al.
The results of the previous section suggest that the preference graph may be more impor-
tant than the measure in the evaluation of search results. Clarke et al. [14] extend their
prior work [13, 16] with this specific goal, focusing preference judgments on accurately
identifying the top-k items, rather than finding a total order for an entire pool of n items.
Starting with graded judgments, they structure explicit preference judgments as a tour-
nament. Items losing too many match-ups are eliminated from further consideration until
the top-k items are found. In their paper k = 5 and they do not explore other values of k.
When comparing modern neural rankers on a question answering task, they demonstrate
that these focused judgments can recognize significant improvements in quality missed by
the traditional graded judgments.
As an evaluation measure they employ the compatibility framework introduced in their
prior work [13, 16]. Since we also adopt this framework for this paper, the key ideas have
already been introduced in Section 3.5. The key difference (and a central contribution
of this paper) is that they require a total order, and their method cannot be used on
an arbitrary collection of judgments. After running the tournament to identify the top-5
answers, they discard the judgments for evaluation purposes. Instead, the top-5 answers
are added as five new relevance levels above the original values. While this approach is
sufficient to demonstrate the value of focused top-k preferences, their measure cannot work
with an arbitrary collection of preferences, limiting its generality.
The preference judgments of Clarke et al. [14] were created to augment graded judg-
ments developed as part of the TREC 2019 CAsT question answering task [20]. For this
task, questions were structured into information-seeking conversations, and participants
were asked to provide answers at each turn of the conversation. Answers were drawn from
a corpus of passages extracted from a variety of web sources. Similar to many TREC
tracks, participating groups returned ranked lists of answers for each question, which were
pooled down to depth 10 for judging. In total, 173 questions were judged on a typical
five-point graded relevance scale from “fully meets” down to “fails to meet”. As the pri-
mary evaluation measure they report nDCG@3, which Clarke et al. [14] adopt for their
comparison.
To augment the graded relevance judgments from the original TREC task, Clarke et
al. [14] ran their tournament using workers recruited through Mechanical Turk. In total,
these workers made 15,349 explicit preference judgments to augment the original 29,350
graded judgments, just over 50% additional preference judgments. In contrast, Sakai and
Zeng [40] report that their assessors made 119,646 preference judgments to augment 1,548
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graded judgments, i.e., over 7,729% additional judgments. For our experiments, we use
the preference judgments as linked from Clarke et al. [14] and the experimental runs as
posted on the TREC site3. The data supplied by Clarke et al. [14] includes only 14,573
judgments, where the difference represents pilot tests and other judgments not contributing
to the tournament.
As in Section 4.1, we wish to explore a variety of preference graphs. We employ three
preference graphs:
• Real — Preference graphs from the 14,373 explicit preference judgments made by
the Mechanical Turk workers. On average, they contain 83 edges per question.
• Derived — Preference graphs from the original 29,350 TREC 2019 CAsT graded
judgments. On average, they contain 5,552 edges per question.
• Combined – The union of Real and Derived. On average, these preference graphs
contain 5,637 edges per question.
We also report nDCG@3 using 29,350 TREC 2019 CAsT graded judgments (“Graded”).
We report the original compatibility measure of Clarke et al. [14] as “compatibility”. It
uses the total order from the tournament (“Total”), which includes the Graded judgments.
Table 4.2 shows sensitivity values for PGC using these preference graphs, along with
nDCG@3 and compatibility measures from Clarke et al. [14]. The sensitivity for their com-
patibility measure, using their total order, remains higher than PGC for any combination
of judgments. Similarly, nDCG@3 using the Graded judgments exhibits higher sensitivity
than PGC using the preference graphs derived from the same source.
Nonetheless, despite the drop in sensitivity, the ordering of rankers remains consistent
between PGC and compatibility. The scatter plot on the left of Figure 4.2 shows PGC using
the Real preference graphs vs. compatibility using the Total order from the tournament,
which includes the Graded judgments. The relationship appears essentially linear. The
four experimental runs in the upper right are clearly separated from the other runs. These
are the experimental runs that Clarke et al. [14] identify as indicating the impact of
partial preferences, particularly since this a large and statistically significant difference.
In addition to BERT-based re-ranking, these runs employ query expansion methods to
improve answer retrieval. Under nDCG@3, these runs still represent the top 4, but nDCG
is unable to recognize a statistically significant difference. The scatter plot on the right
shows nDCG@3 on the x-axis and PGC on the y-axis. By projecting the points onto the
3http://trec.nist.gov
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Figure 4.3: Scatter plot comparing nDCG@3 with graded judgments and PGC with pref-
erence graphs derived from those judgments. Each point is an experimental run submitted
to the TREC 2019 CAsT Track. Measures are averaged over 173 questions. For PGC,
p = 0.80.
x-axis, the lack of separation between the top-four runs and the remaining runs under
nDCG@3 can be seen. This plot can be compared to (the nearly identical) Figure 9 in
Clarke et al. [14].
Overall, these results support our observation that the order of rankers under these
measures may depend more on properties of the judgments than on properties of the
measures. As an additional example, Figure 4.3 plots PGC using the Derived judgments vs.
nDCG@3 using the Graded judgments from which they’re derived. Again, the relationship
appears essentially linear, although the correlation coefficient is slightly lower (τ = 0.9091).
Although PGC and nDCG are based on entirely different approaches to evaluation, they




Preference judgments and preference-based metrics for general web search have been re-
searched for decades, while there is not much research about preference judgments for web
image search. There are several differences between general web search results and web
image search results: result placement, search intent and interaction mechanism[49]. The
result of general web search is web pages, while the result of web image search is images.
General web search displays the result as a sequential list, while web image search places
the images as a grid-style. Users are able to browse more items in image results than
general results without scrolling.
Due to these differences, traditional evaluation metrics for preference judgments may
not be appropriate for evaluating web image search engines. Xie et al. [50] analyze user
behaviors for a grid-based web image search result interface, and find that it is important
and beneficial to take grid-based placement as consideration when evaluating image search
results. Therefore, we incorporate the grid-based placement and Greedy PGC to compute
the compatibility of image results. In this chapter, we experimentally compare Greedy
PGC for image to recent effort to make preferences and preference judgments usable in
practice.
5.1 Related Work
Previous work about web image search focuses on how diverse factors impact image search
evaluation. Shao et al. [41] study the effects of context factor in image search and find
that images with high variance obtain better correlation between users satisfaction and
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evaluation measures. Tsukuda et al. [43] explore the influence of various search intents,
from looking for a specific image to just browsing an image in an interesting field.
Most of the previous work is related to graded relevance evaluation measures. Zhang
et al. [54] investigate the relationship between different measures and user satisfaction in
image search, and find that offline measures such as NDCG, ERR and RBP are better cor-
related with user satisfaction than online measures such as dwell time and click rate. Xie et
al. [50] propose three grid-based assumptions, and show that applying grid-based assump-
tions into evaluation metrics such as RBO and NDCG can achieve better performance in
terms of correlation with user satisfaction.
To the best of our knowledge, Xie et al. [49] is the first attempt to study image
search preference-based evaluation. They consider grid-based assumptions and implement
a preference-based evaluation measure PWP for web image search. Another contribution
they have is a publicly available dataset with preference judgments for over 40,000 web
image pairs. In the following sections, we will apply our algorithm to this dataset, and
compare this evaluation metric with PWP metric discussed in their paper.
5.2 Definitions
To evaluate the performance of a web image search engine and compute the compatibility,
we need to define the actual ranking and ideal rankings. Unlike general web search results
that are linear result lists ranking the most relevant item in the top, images search results
display in a grid style, which cannot be simply ranked in a linear ranking list. We need to
define users’ examination sequence in such a grid-based placement firstly.
When users browse the image results, there are multiple patterns about the order of
browsing images, such as middle position bias, and nearby principle [48]. Middle position
bias means users follow a top to bottom sequence in the vertical direction, and focus
more on the middle position in the horizontal direction. Nearby principle represents that
users follow a top-bottom and left-right pattern and pay more attention to two images
that are close to each other. In this paper, we do not discuss which pattern leads to a
best compatibility. Instead, we compare the consistency of result of multiple examination
sequences.
We will use one of examination sequences as an example, and explain how this exam-
ination sequence works in the grid images. The sequence of Euclidean distance assumes
that users start from the top-left position, and follow a top to bottom and left to right
sequence when they browse image results. It is assumed that the image in the top-left
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Figure 5.1: An image grid example.
position is always the first one to browse, and then by counting the distance between other
positions and top-left position, users always look at the images with the least distance.
With such an examination sequence, we can transfer grid-based image results into a
linear result list. Given a picture grid P with n row, and m columns, each item in the
grid is labelled (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1,m), (2, 1), . . . , (n,m), where (n,m) represents that the
image placed at the nth row and mth column. The top-left position is denoted as (1, 1).
Distance between (1, 1) and (n,m) is calculated as D(n,m) =
√
(n− 1)2 + (m− 1)2. The
rank for (n,m) is denoted as R(n,m), where R(1, 1) = 1 represents the image placed at the
top-left position is always ranked first and considered as the most relevant image. When
deciding the next image in a ranking list from top to bottom, we always choose the item
with the least distance to (1, 1).
As an illustrative example, consider transferring the grid in the left part of Figure 5.1
into a linear ranking list. Suppose we have 6 items in the grid, A,B,C,D,E,F, and this grid
consists of 2 rows and 3 columns of items. In order to generate a linear ranking list, we
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need to calculate the distance between the top-left item and the rest of items:
D(itemA) = D(1, 1) = 0
D(itemB) = D(2, 1) =
√
(2− 1)2 + (1− 1)2 = 1
D(itemC) = D(1, 2) =
√
(1− 1)2 + (2− 1)2 = 1
D(itemD) = D(2, 2) =
√
(2− 1)2 + (2− 1)2 =
√
2
D(itemE) = D(1, 3) =
√
(1− 1)2 + (3− 1)2 = 2
D(itemF ) = D(2, 3) =
√
(2− 1)2 + (3− 1)2 =
√
5
We can find that D(2,1) is equal to D(1,2), then based on the ascending order of distances,
there are two possible rankings: R1 = A,B,C,D,E, F , and R2 = A,C,B,D,E, F , shown
in the right part of Figure 5.1.
5.3 Greedy PGC Algorithm for Image
From the above sections, we make two assumptions when evaluating the image search
system: 1) images are placed as a grid style; 2) the sequence that users examine images is
equal to the priority of image grid. In the following section, we will still employ examination
sequence using Euclidean distance as an example of sequences, and apply this sequence
into our algorithm. Euclidean distance is based on the distance between each image and
the origin. The origin in an image grid is defined as the top-left position.
In order to adapt the image assumptions, we need to modify our Greedy PGC algorithm
(discussed in the section 3.5). Instead of taking an actual ranking R as input, Greedy PGC
for Image takes a preference graph G and an actual picture grid P as input, finds the ideal
rankings I that are closest to the input grid P , and outputs the compatibility of the actual
image grid P and the ideal ranking I. The pseudocode for Greedy PGC for Image is
presented in Algorithm 5.
The overall structure of Greedy PGC for Image remains the same, while the way to
determine the next node u is different due to the image grid input. In order to incorporate
the image grid, the function RankSink and RankSource are modified into RankIma-
geSink and RankImageSource.
Function RankImageSink takes a sink list N and an actual picture grid P , instead
of actual ranking R. If there are any sinks that do not exist in the grid P , the function
returns an arbitrary node n in such sinks; if all the sinks are in the image grid P , then
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Algorithm 5 GreedyPGC for Image
1: Input
2: Directed graph G = (V,E), actual image/picture grid P
3: Output
4: Preference Graph Compatibility
5: s1 ← ∅, s2 ← ∅
6: while G 6= ∅ do
7: while G contains a sink do
8: u← RankImageSink(∀ sinks ∈ G,P )
9: s2 ← us2
10: G← G \u
11: while G contains a source do
12: u← RankImageSource(∀ sources ∈ G,P )
13: s1 ← s1u
14: G← G \u
15: u← RankImageSource(∀ v ∈ V with maximum δ(v), P )
16: s1 ← s1u
17: G← G \u
18: I ← s1 + s2
19: return RBO(I, P )




Node list N , actual image/picture grid P
Output
Node n with the longest distance from the origin
p← ∅
for all node ni ∈ N do
if ni exists in P then
d← distance between ni and the origin in P
else
d←∞
p← p+ (ni, d)
return n with max(d) in p
Algorithm 7 RankImageSource
Input
Node list N , actual image/picture grid P
Output
Node n with the shortest distance from the origin
p← ∅
for all node ni ∈ N do
if ni exists in P then
d← distance between ni and the origin in P
else
d←∞
p← p+ (ni, d)
return n with min(d) in p
Figure 5.3: Functions RankImageSink and RankImageSource in Greedy PGC algo-
rithm for image.
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the function returns the sink farthest away from the origin, where the origin refers to the
top-left position. If there are multiple nodes with the same maximal distance, a random
one will be picked. In line 8 of algorithm 3, instead of finding the rank of ni in R, we
change into finding the distance between ni and the origin in P . The pseudocode for
RankImageSink is presented in Algorithm 6.
Function RankImageSource takes a node list N and an actual picture grid P and
chooses the vertex u nearest to the origin or an arbitrary vertex u that is not in the grid P .
If multiple nodes have the same minimal distance from the origin, we pick one randomly.
In the original function RankSource, we modify line 8 to find the distance from the
origin to the current node ni. The pseudocode for RankImageSource is presented in
Algorithm 7.
Once the ideal ranking I is generated, we use RBO to calculate the similarity between
actual image grid P and ideal ranking I, denoted as RBO(I, P ). RBO is to evaluate the
similarity between two linear lists, while we take a grid and a linear list as inputs of RBO.
In order to compute the RBO value, we need to transfer the actual image grid P into a
linear actual ranking list R based on the ideal ranking I. We use Euclidean distance as
an example of examination pattern and follow the steps in the section 5.2 to generate a
linear ranking from an image grid. Based on the distance between each image’s position
and the origin, we always choose the image with the least distance as the next item in the
ranking list from top to bottom. However, when there are multiple images with the same
least distance, instead of having multiple possible result ranked lists, we choose the image
ranked higher in the ideal ranking I as the next image appended to the result list R, which
adapts our Greedy PGC for Image function.
As an illustrative example, consider the implementation of Greedy PGC on the prefer-
ence graph in Figure 3.2 and the actual image grid in the Figure 5.4. Suppose we have 7
images in the preference graph G, A,B,C,D,F,G,H, and their actual rankings are placed as
a grid P , where x, y and z in the grid represent the images that appear in the actual image
grids but not in the preference graph. Greedy PGC for image executes on this graph and
actual ranking grid as following steps:
1. Initially, there are 3 sinks in this graph, vertex D, F, and G. In the first inner loop
of the algorithm, distance D(vertex F) > D(vertex D), D(vertex G) = inf, because
vertex G is not in P . the order of prepending to s2 is vertex G, F, D. Current s2 =
[D, F, G].
2. After removing vertex D, F, and G from the graph G, two sources, vertex A and
H, are left in the graph G. In the second inner loop of the algorithm, based on
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the grid P , distance D(vertex A) < D(vertex H), where D(vertex H) = inf. Node
with shortest distance is chosen first, so the order of appending to s1 is vertex A, H.
Current s1 = [A, H].
3. Vertex B and C are left in the current graph G, where δ(A) = δ(B). According to
the grid P , vertex C is the origin, so distance D(vertex C) < D(vertex B). Vertex C
is chosen to be appended to s1. Current s1 = [A, H, C].
4. In the current graph G, vertex B is left. In the second iteration of the outer loop,
vertex B is removed from graph G and prepended to s2. Current s2 = [B, D, F, G].
5. Graph G becomes an empty graph, and the iteration stops. Ideal ranking I = s1 +s2
= [A, H, C, B, D, F, G], which is represented in the right-upper part of Figure 5.4.
6. To calculate RBO between ideal ranking I and actual image grid P , we transfer
actual image grid P into a linear ranking list R. By calculating the distance between
each image position and the origin, D(vertex C) > D(vertex A) = D(vertexB) >
D(vertex x) > D(vertex y) > D(vertex D) > D(vertex F) > D(vertex z). For vertex
A and B, they have the same distance while vertex A is ranked higher than vertex
B in the ideal ranking I. The linear actual ranking R = [C, A, B, x, y, D, F, z], and
it is shown as the right-bottom part of Figure 5.4.
7. RBO between ideal ranking I and actual ranking R is calculated as following, where
p = 0.95, DEPTH = 7:
RBO(I, R) = (1− 0.95) · 3.249
= 0.162
The function Greedy PGC for Image returns the value of RBO.
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 Data
Xie et al. base their work on a data collection of web search images. They randomly
sampled 150 torso queries that had a fair amount of search volume and engagement in
October 2017 from the Sogou image search engine. Based on these queries, they used two
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Figure 5.4: An example of input and output of Greedy PGC for Image.
popular Chinese search engines, Baidu and Sogou, to collect all the images shown in the
web pages without scrolling under the maximum resolution settings of the web browser,
which were the top three rows of image results. Discarding the pornographic queries and
advertising image results, they collected 102 queries and 2,919 images in total, and the
number of images for each query and each search engine was ranging from 8 to 22.
To study image preferences, they paired all images with all other images for each query
and recruited three assessors to provide preference judgments for 41,538 image-image pairs,
which they called image pairs annotation. Five levels of preference relevance were used,
“definitely left”, “left”, “tie”, “right”, “definitely right”. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a
preference judgment interface of two image results for the query “Fortifications of Xi’an”
from [49].
They employed three assessors, different from previous assessors, to annotate 100-point
relevance scores for 2,919 images, which they call relevance data.
They hired 5 professional assessors to provide weak preference judgments for 102 Baidu-
Sogou pairs. Three levels of preference relevance were adopted, “Sogou wins”, “tie”, “Baidu
wins”. 29 queries were judged as Sogou wins, 46 queries were judged as two systems tie, 27
queries were judged as Baidu wins. This dataset was called SERP-level preferences, which
was considered as a golden standard to evaluate their evaluation metrics.
The statistics of datasets are shown in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: An example of preference judgment interface from Xie et al. [49]. The given
two images are results of the query ”Fortification of Xi’an”.
Dataset #Queries #Images #Image pairs
Image pairs annotation 102 2,919 41,538
Relevance data 102 2,919 2,919
SERP-level preferences 102 / 102
Table 5.1: Statistics of datasets in Xie et al. experiments.
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5.4.2 Measures of Xie et al.
Xie and his colleagues develop a preference-based evaluation metric for web image search
engines, called Preference-Winning-Penalty (PWP). PWP takes preference judgments for
image pairs from two search systems, uses major voting to decide the winner of pairs, and
outputs the probability that one system is preferred over the another. PWP consists of
three variables, preference matching rate (PMR), winning rate (WR) and penalty for bad
cases (PB). PMR measures image preferences of one system, while WR and PB focus on
preference judgments for two image systems at the same time.
Preference matching rate (PMR) is the ratio of correctly ordered pairs based on users’
preference judgments to the total number of items in the set, where the word “ordered” in
the correctly ordered pairs refers to the orders that transfer a grid-based image result into
a linear list. Xie and his colleagues applied four examination orderings into PMR in their
experiments:
1. Default(PMRD): Users follow the pattern of left to right, top to bottom.
2. Weighted(PMRW ): PMRW is a weighted version of PMRD. For image results at





PMRW is the sum of all weights wij over the total number of pairs i, j such that the
item ranked at i is preferred to the item ranked at j and the ranks i < j.
3. Middle position bias(PMRM): Vertically, users follow a top to bottom pattern, while
users focus more on the middle positions horizontally.
4. Nearby principle(PMRN): PMRN combines the examination sequence assumption
behind PMRD and nearby principle assumption together. Nearby principle assumes
users always focus on the closest distance between two image positions, then the
distance function D is defined as
D = max(|ri − rj|, |ci − cj|),
where r represents the row number and c represents the column number of image
results.
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Given two different search systems S1 and S2, winning rate (WR) for system S1 is the
ratio of the number of pairs that the image from system S1 is preferred to the total number
of pairs between system S1 and S2. WR evaluates the performance of a search system by
the number of good-quality images compared with another search system.
Penalty for bad cases (PB) takes bad cases in the preference judgments into considera-
tion for two search systems. The “bad case” is defined as give two search systems S1 and
S2, an image result i in the pairs from S1 is a bad case if, and only if, j is preferred than i
for any image result j in the pairs from S2. Given two search systems, PB for system S1
is calculated by using the number of bad cases in system S1 as the exponent of γ, where
0 < γ < 1.
With PMR, WR and PB, preference-winning-penalty (PWP) evaluates a search system
S1 by considering preference judgments from two search systems S1 and S2. It generates a
preference score for the system S1:
PWP (S1|S2) = (λPMR(S1) + (1− λ)WR(S1|S2)ṖB(S1|S2))),
where λ is a trade-off parameter to balance the PMR and WR of system S1 given system
S2.
5.4.3 Results of Xie et al.
Table 5.6 shows agreements between SERP level preferences and users’ search engine prefer-
ences for measures from Xie and his colleagues[49] (γ = 0.1, λ = 0.7). Of the four measures
(PWP, PB, PMRN , and WR), PWP measure obtains the best agreement It has the most
cases of: for each query, when PWP score for Sogou is higher, SERP level preference also
judges Sogou is preferred; when PWP score for Baidu is higher, SERP level preference
thinks Baidu is preferred. PB, WR and PWP are consistent in terms of agreements for
each dataset, which achieve more agreements when both of these measures and SERP level
preferences prefer images from Sogou than Baidu.
The results of four variables are different in terms of Sogou’s preferences within SERP
level preferences. Given that Sogou is preferred in SERP level preferences, PWP and
PMRN give dominant preferences on Sogou, while PB has more tie situations and WR
provides significantly more numbers of Sogou preferences. On the other hand, from the
perspective of Baidu’s preferences in SERP level preference, the results of four variables
are consistent in presenting noticeably more cases that Baidu is preferred. For ties in
SERP level preference, PWP, WR and PB suggest that Baidu is better, while PMRN is
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(a) WR, P (χ2 > 3.8182) = 0.0507,
p = 0.000017 (one-tailed)
(b) PB, P (χ2 > 15.7576) = 0.00007,
p = 0.038778 (one-tailed)
(c) PMRN , P (χ
2 > 2.5846) = 0.1079,
p = 0.34425 (one-tailed)
(d) PWP, P (χ2 > 15.2444) = 0.00009,
p = 0.02251 (one-tailed)
Figure 5.6: Agreements between SERP level preferences and users’ search engine prefer-
ences for PMRN , WR, PB, PWP from Xie et al.[49].
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(a) WR.
Kendall’s τ = -0.4052
(b) PB.
Kendall’s τ = -0.2025
(c) PMRN .
Kendall’s τ = 0.2882
(d) PWP.
Kendall’s τ = -0.2293
Figure 5.7: Scatter plots comparing Sogou scores and Baidu scores for PMRN , WR, PB,
PWP from Xie et al.[49].
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slightly reversed. Unlike other measures, PB exists tie situations and the number of ties is
indispensable.
Compared the total number of preferable Sogou images to the number of preferable
Baidu images given by each measure, WR, PB and PWP suggest that there are more and
better images from Baidu than those from Sogou, while PMRN judges Sogou images are
better in most of time.
A chi-squared test of independence is applied to examine the relationship between
SERP level preferences and users’ preferences generated by different measures from Xie
et al [49]. The null hypothesis is that SERP level preferences are independent of users’
preferences evaluated by multiple measures. We exclude the tie situations from the tables,
and only calculate the comparison between Sogou better and Baidu better. In this case,
the degree of freedom in the chi-squared test is 1.
For PMRN and WR measures, since the p-value is greater than the chosen signifi-
cance level (p = 0.05), we do not reject the null hypothesis, which means that there is no
association between SERP level preferences and PMRN preferences (χ
2(1, N = 102) =
2.58462, p < 0.1079), and that between SERP level preferences and WR (χ2(1, N =
102) = 3.8182, p < 0.0507). The relation between SERP level preferences and PB measure
(χ2(1, N = 102) = 15.7576, p < 0.00007), and that between SERP level preferences and
PWP measure (χ2(1, N = 102) = 15.2444, p < 0.00009) are all statistically significant.
Binomial test for one tail is applied to investigate if images from Sogou are likely to be
equally good to images from Baidu. The null hypothesis is that users’ preferences generated
by different measures from Xie et al. [49] are equally likely to be Sogou images or Baidu
images. We exclude the tie situations from the tables, and only calculate the comparison
between Sogou better and Baidu better. If we have a significance level of 5%, then the
result of PMRN measure (0.34425 > 5%) indicates that we cannot reject the null hypothesis
that Sogou images and Baidu images are equally good. On the other hand, the binomial
test results of WR (0.000017 < 5%), PB (0.038778 < 5%), and PWP (0.02251 < 5%)
significantly reject the null hypothesis, which means that for these measures, users do not
prefer two image search engines equally but prefer Baidu over Sogou.
From table 5.6, we can conclude that PWP outperforms all other measures in terms of
agreements, and Baidu appears to be a better image search engine, although four measures
are not consistent with each other in multiple perspectives.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the comparison between scores for Baidu dataset and Sogou
dataset from four metrics. PMRN graph has similar minimal values with PWP graph,
which are all ranging from 0.3 for Sogou dataset and 0.4 for Baidu dataset, while the max-
imal scores for both datasets in PMRN graph are higher than the ones in PWP graph. PB
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graph is a special plot, which contains only 1, 0.1 and the numbers that are extremely close
to 0. This can be explained by the equation of PB, which is the exponent of λ (0 < λ < 1).
PWP graph consists of three clusters. The plot shape in the right middle part of the graph
is similar to the plot shape in PMRN graph, while the scatter points in the rest parts are
pretty extreme. For those extreme points, when one system achieves a score larger than
0.4, another system must obtain a particularly low score, ranging from 0.0 to 0.1.
With Kendall’s τ = −0.4052, the anti-correlation between Sogou WR score and Baidu
WR score is strongest than that between Sogou PWP score and Baidu PWP score (τ =
−0.2293), and stronger than that between Sogou PB score and Baidu PB score (τ =
−0.2025).
From figure 5.7, we can only conclude that PMRN is somehow correlated with part
of PWP, but it is not clear to conclude that there is a strong correlation between four
different metrics.
5.4.4 Results of Greedy PGC for Image
We wish to explore preference graphs with multiple examination orderings. We employ
six examination orderings, where the first three of them follow the examination sequence
setting of Xie and his colleague:
1. Default: Users follow the pattern of left to right, top to bottom.
2. Weighted default: This is a weighted version of default ordering. For image results





3. Middle position bias: Vertically, users follow a top to bottom pattern, while users
focus more on the middle positions horizontally.
4. Bottom-top, right-left: Users follow the reversed version of default ordering, which
is bottom to top, right to left.
5. Manhattan distance: This combines the examination sequence assumption behind
default examination sequence and Manhattan distance together. It assumes users
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(a) Left-right and top-bottom.
P (χ2 > 1.19149) = 0.275,
p = 0.000001 (one-tailed)
(b) Weighted default.
P (χ2 > 0.380952) = 0.5371,
p = 0.000154 (one-tailed)
(c) Middle position bias.
P (χ2 > 1.19149) = 0.275,
p = 0.000001 (one-tailed)
(d) Bottom-top and right-left.
P (χ2 > 0.380952) = 0.5371,
p = 0.000154 (one-tailed)




P (χ2 > 1.01818) = 0.313,
p = 0.000005 (one-tailed)
(f) Euclidean distance.
P (χ2 > 1.69697) = 0.1927,
p = 0.000017 (one-tailed)
Figure 5.8: Agreements between SERP level preferences and Greedy PGC preferences with
six examination sequences
always focus on the closest Manhattan distance between two image positions, then
the distance function D is defined as
D = |ri − rj|+ |ci − cj|,
where r represents the row number and c represents the column number of image
results.
6. Euclidean distance: This combines the examination sequence assumption behind
default examination sequence and Euclidean distance together. It assumes users
always focus on the closest Euclidean distance between two image positions, then the
distance function D is defined as
D =
√
(ri − rj)2 + (ci − cj)2,
where r represents the row number and c represents the column number of image
results.
Table 5.8 represents the agreement between SERP level preferences and Greedy PGC
for images with six different orderings. There is no significant difference between these
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(a) Left-right and top-bottom.
Kendall’s τ = -0.4906
(b) Weighted default.
Kendall’s τ = -0.6063
(c) Middle position bias.
Kendall’s τ = -0.4932
(d) Bottom-top and right-left.
Kendall’s τ = -0.6056
Figure 5.9: Scatter plots comparing Sogou scores and Baidu scores generated by Greedy
PGC with six examination sequences
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(e) Manhattan distance.
Kendall’s τ = -0.5058
(f) Euclidean distance.
Kendall’s τ = -0.5134
Figure 5.9: Scatter plots comparing Sogou scores and Baidu scores generated by Greedy
PGC with six examination sequences
tables from the perspective of agreements. The number of agreements for all measures are
ranging from 30 to 32, and Euclidean distance measure has a slightly better number of
agreements. The number of cases that both SERP preferences and Greedy PGC prefer
Sogou is considerably less than those cases that both prefer Baidu.
The results for six orderings are also consistent in terms of the ratio of Sogou preference
and Baidu preference judged by Greedy PGC. The number of cases that Greedy PGC
prefers Baidu for all examination sequences is substantially more than the number of cases
that Greedy PGC prefers Sogou.
A chi-squared test of independence is applied to examine the relationship between SERP
level preferences and users’ preferences generated by Greedy PGC in different examination
orderings. The null hypothesis is that SERP level preferences are independent of users’
preferences evaluated by Greedy PGC. We exclude the tie situations from the tables, and
calculate only the comparison between Sogou better and Baidu better. In this case, the
degree of freedom in the chi-squared test is 1.
For Greedy PGC with all examination orderings we have tested, the p-values are greater
than the chosen significance level (p = 0.05), and we cannot reject the null hypothesis. The
relations between SERP level preferences and these ordering measures are not significant:
χ2(1, N = 102) = 1.19149, p < 0.275 for left-right and top-bottom and middle position
bias orderings, χ2(1, N = 102) = 0.380952, p < 0.5371 for weighted default and bottom-
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top and right-left, χ2(1, N = 102) = 1.01818, p < 0.313 for Manhattan distance and
χ2(1, N = 102) = 1.69697, p < 0.1927 for Euclidean distance.
Binomial test for one side is applied to investigate if images from Sogou are likely to be
equally good to images from Baidu. The null hypothesis is that users’ preferences evaluated
by Greedy PGC are equally likely to be Sogou images and Baidu images. We exclude the
tie situations from the tables, and calculate only the comparison between Sogou better and
Baidu better. A binomial test indicated that the proportion of Baidu preference of 0.84
(p = 0.000001) for left-right and top-bottom and middle position bias orderings, of 0.75
(p = 0.000154) for weighted default and bottom-top and right-left, of 0.8 (p = 0.000005) for
Manhattan distance ordering, and of 0.79 (p = 0.000017) for Euclidean distance ordering
were higher than the expected 0.5. These results represent that the null hypothesis is
significantly rejected and Greedy PGC prefers Baidu images over Sogou images.
From table 5.8, it is evident to conclude that in terms of agreements, Greedy PGC
using Euclidean distance somewhat outperforms all other measures although the results of
all measures do not have much difference, and Greedy PGC suggests images from Baidu
dataset is preferable.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the consistency for Greedy PGC for images with different exam-
ination sequences. All the plots have similar shape, and represent that there exists an
anti-correlation between Sogou RBO scores and Baidu RBO scores for all the orderings.
Weighted default measure (τ = −0.6063) has a stronger anti-correlation than bottom-top,
right-left measure (τ = −0.6056), than Euclidean distance measure (τ = −0.5134), than
Manhattan distance measure (τ = −0.5058), than middle position bias (τ = −0.4932),
than default measure (τ = −0.4906). In terms of minimal and maximal values, Baidu
RBO scores range from 0.2 to 0.7, while Sogou RBO scores range from 0.1 to 0.6.
From figure 5.9, it is observable that RBO scores are consistent in different order settings
for each search engine, and the range of Baidu RBO scores is higher than the range of Sogou
RBO scores. It is also noticeable that there is a strong anti-correlation between Sogou RBO
scores and Baidu RBO scores in weighted default ordering.
5.4.5 Graded Relevance Results
Two ways are applied to calculate NDCG@10 based on the graded relevance judgments.
One of NDCG@10, which we call ”original NDCG@10”, follows the NDCG@10 measure in
the work of Xie et al.[49]. For each search engine, both actual ranking and ideal ranking
consists only of the images from this system. Actual ranking is sorted by default examina-
tion sequence and ideal ranking is sorted by relevance grades. Another NDCG@10, which
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(a) Original NDCG@10.
P (χ2 > 5.9763) = 0.0145
p = 0.114551 (one-tailed)
(b) Combined NDCG@10.
P (χ2 > 6.09524) = 0.01355
p = 0.000154(one-tailed)
Figure 5.10: Agreements between SERP level preferences and NDCG@10 with relevance
grades.
we call ”combined NDCG@10”, is similar to the previous NDCG@10 measure, except the
ideal ranking. Unlike the previous NDCG@10 measure, the ideal ranking in this measure
consists of merged images from both search engines. In this case, ideal rankings are the
same when calculating NDCG@10 of different systems.
Figure 5.10 represents the agreement between SERP level preferences and NDCG@10
preferences based on the graded relevance judgments.
A chi-squared test is calculated to examine the relationship between SERP level pref-
erences and NDCG@10 preferences. The test shows that the relation for both NDCG@10
are statistically significant: χ2(1, N = 102) = 5.9763, p < 0.0145 for combined NDCG@10;
and χ2(1, N = 102) = 6.09524, p < 0.01355 for combined NDCG@10.
A binomial test is used to investigate whether images from Sogou are likely to be equally
good to images from Baidu. The result of the test indicates that for original NDCG@10,
we cannot reject the null hypothesis and Sogou and Baidu are equally good in terms of
image preferences. For combined NDCG@10, it is significant to reject the null hypothesis
and Baidu is preferred over Sogou.
On the other hand, both NDCG@10 prefers Baidu images for dominantly more queries
than Sogou images, regardless of SERP level preferences.
Figure 5.11 demonstrates the comparison between Baidu score and Sogou score based on
graded relevance judgments. Figure 5.11a shows the scatter plot about original NDCG@10
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(a) Scatter plot for original NDCG@10.
Kendall’s τ = 0.2475
(b) Scatter plot for combined NDCG@10.
Kendall’s τ = 0.2079
(c) Scatter plot for NDCG-based
compatibility.
Kendall’s τ = -0.3791
(d) Scatter plot of best possible result from
each engine.
Kendall’s τ = -0.8195
Figure 5.11: Scatter plots comparing Sogou scores and Baidu scores generated by NDCG
and compatibility with relevance grades.
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with Kendall’s τ = 0.2475. Baidu scores and Sogou scores are mainly ranging from 0.6 to
1.0. Figure 5.11b plots Baidu scores and Sogou scores generated by combined NDCG@10,
where ideal ranking is based on relevance grades and actual ranking follows the default
examination sequence (left-right, top-bottom). Baidu scores range from 0.5 to 1, while
Sogou scores range from 0.1 to 1. With Kendall’s τ = 0.2079, Baidu NDCG@10 score
is somehow correlated with Sogou NDCG@10. Figure 5.11c is the scatter plot for Baidu
compatibility and Sogou compatibility, which uses another method (RBO) to evaluate
Baidu and Sogou search engines. Baidu scores range from 0.2 to 0.7, while Sogou scores
range from 0.0 to 0.5. Baidu compatibility is anti-correlated with Sogou compatibility
(Kendall’s τ = -0.3791). Figure 5.11d shows the relationship between Baidu best possible
and Sogou best possible, which calculates the similarity between the ideal ranking based on
relevance grades and best possible ranking from the ideal ranking for each search engine.
Baidu best possible and Sogou best possible are strongly anti-correlated with Kendall’s τ
= -0.8195. Baidu scores range from 0.3 to 0.9 while Sogou scores range from 0.1 to 0.6.
From figure 5.11, we can conclude that based on the result of graded judgments, Baidu
is considered as a better image search engine than Sogou by different evaluation measures.
Overall, most results support that Baidu is a better image search engine than Sogou,
even though SERP level preferences suggest that Sougou and Baidu are equally good.
We contacted Xie et al. [49] and they confirmed that we have reported their numbers
correctly. Of the measures of Xie et al. [49], winning rate (WR) appears to give results
that are closest to Greedy PGC, including the ratio of agreements and the anti-correlation
between two search engines. WR directly compares between two search engines Baidu and
Sogou, while PMR compares search engines themselves and does not consider the difference





This thesis proposes a preference-based evaluation measure called Greedy PGC that takes
a collection of preferences as a directed multigraph, computes the ideal ranking by finding
a minimal feedback arc set, and calculates the maximum similarity between actual ranking
and ideal ranking as output.
For the evaluation of general web search results, we compare Greedy PGC and evalu-
ation measures from recent work. Our results show that Greedy PGC matches or exceeds
the performance of evaluation measures proposed in recent research.
For the evaluation of image web search results, we adapt Greedy PGC to suit image grid
assumptions, and apply six examination sequences into our algorithm. We use functions
RankSink and RankSource that choose the document based on the ranking with the
functions that choose the image based on the distance of different examination sequences.
Our results prove the consistency of Greedy PGC on different examination sequences and
traditional evaluation measures.
There are several advantages of Greedy PGC over other evaluation methods. Firstly,
Greedy PGC is not restricted to handle document results, but also able to evaluate web
image search results. Secondly, collections of preferences could be any arbitrary collec-
tions. Conflicts, redundancies and incompleteness are acceptable and allowable in a data
collection. Thirdly, Greedy PGC is able to take any preferences to construct a directed
multigraph. The preferences in the collection could be directly from preference judgments,
derived from graded judgments, or they could include both. Fourthly, unlike traditional
measures that compute relevance score by translating from preferences, Greedy PGC has
a meaningful output score, which represents the maximum similarity between an actual
ranking generated by users’ preferences and an ideal ranking generated by a system.
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There are many research directions that would be future work of this thesis. We
have only examined the performance of Greedy PGC in terms of correlation with SERP
preferences. In the future work, we hope to investigate the correlation between Greedy
PGC and user click and satisfactions.
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